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Summary 

The goal of this research was to explore what the value drivers are in SAP Enterprise 

Mobility. On the basis of existing literature a model was created that predicts customer 

value in this particular industry. Furthermore, with this research it was tried to find out 

whether there is a connection between large firms and investment plans in enterprise 

mobility, as well as for what purpose companies want to invest in enterprise mobility. 

Because it is most interesting what brings value to decision makers regarding investing 

in SAP Enterprise Mobility, the target population consisted of IT decision makers. They 

were asked to complete a questionnaire which measures their attitude towards product 

quality, service quality, relationship quality, the fairness of the product price, the 

fairness of the service price, and the customer value in SAP Enterprise Mobility as a 

whole. During an intensive month of data collection 32 IT decision makers cooperated 

to execute this research.   

The data suggests that quality of SAP products, such as the mobile applications and the 

mobile platform, is a value driver, as well as a fair price for consultancy services. 

Interestingly, despite the theoretical background the data does not indicate that the price 

of SAP products, the quality of the service that the consultancy provider delivers, and 

the quality of the relationship with the consultancy provider are significant value 

drivers. 

The data does confirm that large companies (with more than 1000 ERP users) have a 

stronger tendency to invest in enterprise mobility in 2014 than smaller companies. 

Moreover, there is a lot of variety in the purposes for investing in SAP Enterprise 

Mobility. This implies that SAP Enterprise Mobility is a very versatile concept and is 

used for many different and individual purposes. 

Keywords: customer value, business-to-business marketing, enterprise mobility, IT, 

SERVQUAL, service quality, price  
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Glossary 
 

Cloud: a data storage method where the data is stored remotely 

Customizability:  the degree to which a product can be changed to suit each 

individual customer better 

Disruptive innovation: an innovation that greatly changes the industry 

ERP: enterprise-resource planning; management software used 

to store data from all different divisions in a company 

Flexibility:  capability and willingness to react to a customer’s demand 

for modifications 

HTML5: current leading programming language for mobile 

applications 

Innovation:    introducing something new, different or improved 

Mobility:    unwiring your employees, partners and customers. 

Mobile strategy: the strategy how to unwire your employees, partners and 

customers 

On-premise: a data storage method where the storage of the data is the 

own responsibility of the company and has direct access to 

it 

Reliability:  ability to perform the promised service dependably and 

accurately 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This research is commissioned by a consultancy provider in the enterprise mobility 

industry that wants to be remained anonymous in this paper. This first chapter will 

serve as an introduction to customer value, the enterprise mobility industry, it will 

address the research purpose, and which questions are tried to be answered. 

1.1 Customer value 

Customer value has got different meanings, with two definitions that are important for 

this study to distinguish: value for the firm (often regarded to as “customer lifetime 

value”), and value for the customer (often regarded to as “customer perceived value”) 

(Smith & Colgate, 2007, p. 8). The definition that is relevant to this study is the second: 

value for the customer.  Value is the reasonable equivalent expressed in e.g. money or 

commodities in exchange for a sold product or service (Rutner & Langley, 2000, p. 75).  

Smith and Colgate (2007, p. 8) argue that customer value has got several key 

characteristics. Customer value is perceived by individual customers in their own 

unique way. This perception depends on the context: the individual, product, and 

situation can all have an influence on the perception. Furthermore, it is relative to 

alternatives. This means that individuals perceive less value from an offering if there are 

better alternatives available than in situations where there are no better alternatives. 

Lastly, it is dynamic since the perception of an individual can change over time. 

Woodall (2003, p. 5) points out that the total concept of customer value is a very 

complex one: “[Value] is neither use, nor exchange; it is neither object-based, nor 

subject-based; it is neither my view, nor your view, it is all of these things.” He explains 

that his argumentation for this definition has its foundation in the classical thinkers 

within economics. For example, the economic side of customer value are founded in 

ideas of Adam Smith, Karl Marx, and David Ricardo.  

From this economic perspective value can be measured in an economic constant. Tools 

to measure value from this perspectives are for example the market value of a certain 

product. From this point of view the value of a product lies within the market: the 

amount of money people are willing to spend in order to obtain a certain market 

offering. Another tool is the book value of a product, thus what is actually paid for a 

certain product, but this measurement somewhat loses the “customer” in “customer 

value” since it is only focused on the own costs. Although such methods are very clear 

and simple to use, it is quite static and probably does not grasp the entire concept of 

customer value. After all, it neglects the subjective aspects of value. 

To illustrate the economic perspective, an example will be drawn. If a manufacturer of 

car tires have costs of $10 per tire, then the value could be determined on $10 per tire if 

the book value is used. However, if the company calculates that the tires can be sold for 

$18 per tire in the market, then the value could be set on $18 per tire if the market value 

is used as tool to measure customer value.  

But Woodall (2003, p. 3) refines his model by including the ideas of utilitarian thinkers 

such as Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill. Contrary to the economic perspective 

value elements are not intrinsic to an object, but rather subjective to the value an 

individual can generate from it by using it. Furthermore, Woodall (2003, p. 4) adds 
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‘exchange value’ to his theoretical model of customer value. According to this 

perspective an object does possess intrinsic value, but the value is very much dependent 

on the individual.  

This view on customer value adds the subjective element of value to the economic 

perspective, which is necessary to get a complete idea of customer value. To continue 

with the example of the car tire manufacturer, one customer might be willing to spend 

$20 on a tire, while another customer might be willing to only spend $15. To use these 

numbers as value is a much more individual, realistic, and complete way to measure 

value, but the downside is that it is very difficult to determine how much every 

individual customer is willing to spend on a specific offering. Nevertheless, an attempt 

can be made with the use market segmentation and assess the value of the different 

segments. 

These different takes on assessing value are in line with the arguments of Smith and 

Nagle (2005, p. 41). They described four different ways of measuring value, as 

illustrated in Figure 1. The first perspective, value in use, is in line with the utilitarian 

side as described by Woodall (2003, p. 3). It explains the individual take on value, but 

also the dynamism that is attached to it. They give the example of ice cream, for which 

its value is much higher for customers in the summer than in the winter. So depending 

on the season or weather, the value of ice cream differs. 

 

Figure 1. Different takes on value (Smith & Nagle, 2005, p. 41) 

The second take on value, value in exchange, takes into account market functionalities. 

For example, customers might be willing to spend less on a product or service because 

of the available alternatives. Therefore the value of an offering might be lower in highly 

competitive markets than in markets which are less competitive. Perceived value is 

based on how much a customer thinks an offering is worth. These two measurements 

are in line with the economic perspective described by Woodall (2003, p. 3). 

The fourth and last aspect of value described by Smith and Nagle (2005, p. 41) is 

willingness to pay. This might look redundant given the presence of perceived value, 

but customers are not always willing to pay as much for a product or service as they 
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think it is worth. For example, the financial situation of a company might prevent them 

from paying the amount of money they think an offering is worth.  

Zeithaml (1988, p. 13) described four different kind of customer groups that all perceive 

value differently. By combining these four groups an overall definition of customer 

value can be formulated. Explaining what customer value consists of illustrates the 

different perceptions of individual customers. 

The first group perceives value as low price. This group consists of customers that are 

always looking for products with the lowest price. Quality is of lesser importance. The 

second group perceived value as whatever they wanted to find in a product. This group 

has the biggest focus on the utility of a product. The third group aims for the product 

with the best price-quality ratio. It includes customers that put price first and quality 

second, but also customers that are searching for affordable quality and quality brands 

with the lowest price. The fourth and last group is the one that weighs off all the “gives” 

and “gets”. These four groups can be combined to come up with an overall definition of 

customer value:  

“Perceived value is the consumer's overall assessment of the utility of a product 

based on perceptions of what is received and what is given. Though what is 

received varies across consumers (i.e., some may want volume, others high 

quality, still others convenience) and what is given varies (i.e., some are 

concerned only with money expended, others with time and effort), value 

represents a tradeoff of the salient give and get components” (Zeithaml, 1988, p. 

14). 

Creating customer value is essential in business, since it is often seen as a source of a 

competitive advantage (Woodruff, 1997, p. 139): a firm can obtain a competitive 

advantage when it is superior to its competitors in interpreting and responding to what 

customers are looking for (O’Cass & Ngo, 2012, p. 126). In order to create customer 

value it is important and beneficial to understand the perceptions of the customer. After 

all, customer value is the perceptions of the customers on what they sacrifice relatively 

to what they get in return (Zeithaml, 1988, p. 14). In other words: it is the balance 

between the customer-perceived quality and the price. So if you understand what 

customers want, you can ultimately know what aspects of your business are the aspects 

that the customer is willing to pay for. 

The sacrifices that are relevant for the customer value are according to some researchers 

merely the monetary sacrifices (Lam et al., 2004, p. 300; Sweeney & Southar, 2001, p. 

204). Other researchers suggest a broader definition (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001, p. 528). 

Factors that could be taken into account are time and opportunity costs. 

1.2 Value offerings in the business-to-business market 

Being able to deliver value to customers is a source of competitive advantage 

(Woodruff, 1997, p. 139). If a firm delivers superior value to the customer in 

comparison with its competitors, this is a major advantage. But there are also benefits of 

understanding customer value that are more directly connected to the customers. 

Customer value increases customer satisfaction (Lam et al., 2004, p. 304). Customer 

satisfaction is in the business-to-business context often described as “positive affective 

state resulting from the appraisal of all aspects of a firm's working relationship with 

another firm” (Lam et al., 2004, p. 295). If a customer is satisfied with the services that 
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a firm delivers, the customer has a good feeling about doing business with the firm 

because the firm apparently lives up to the expectations of the customer. This is 

important for future business, since it increases the likelihood that customers will return 

to the firm to do business again. 

The same study shows this increase in loyalty due to both customer satisfaction and 

customer value directly. The customer loyalty can be defined as the level of attachment 

that a customer feels towards a certain firm, product, service, or brand. Customer 

loyalty results in recommending and patronizing the firm, product, service, or brand, 

and thus it ultimately increases the financial performance of a firm. The degree of 

customer loyalty does not only depend on the value that a firm delivers, but also on the 

switching costs. If the costs to switch to the product or services of a different firm are 

low, the degree of customer loyalty is lower than when the switching costs are high. The 

model that shows these effects is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The positive effect of customer value according to Lam et al. (2004, p. 304) 

 

This study is focused on understanding customer value in the business-to-business 

market. According to Anderson et al. (2009, p. 35) understanding customer value is the 

crucial first step in order to create and deliver this value to customers in the future. After 

all, before you can create market offerings that suit the needs of the customers, you 

must first identify these needs and the elements they value. Once an understanding is 

present, value can be created, which thus leads to a higher level of customer satisfaction 

and customer loyalty. 

Blocker et al. (2011, p. 216) emphasize the importance of understanding customers 

value in business-to-business markets proactively and how this is often neglected by 

companies. The reluctance of companies to research such an important issue is highly 

remarkable, since proactive customer orientation is found to be a crucial factor in 

creating and delivering customer value. 

This study investigates customer value in enterprise mobility. Mobile communication 

has developed rapidly over the last decade (Kim et al., 2010, p. 925). Ten years ago the 

abilities of mobile phones were limited to making phone calls, sending text messages, 

and playing low-graphical games. Phones evolved into smartphones, and today mobile 

devices have gained many new features, such as sending and receiving e-mails, 

browsing the Internet, and making video calls. 
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These new features are not only convenient and useful for the end-user, but it also 

enhances the performance of companies: mobility in businesses improves the 

satisfaction level of partners and customers, it reduces the sales cycle, it streamlines the 

workflow, productivity and efficiency are increased, the operational costs reduced, and 

it improves data collection and its accuracy (Fitton et al., 2013, p. 14). Rod Hefford, 

CIO of Unilever, confirms this idea in an interview with IDG (in Gallant, 2012): “[It is] 

about making sure that we also have the information flows so that we can communicate 

efficiently and effectively with our people in the market, and they can communicate 

well with operations back in the center, so that we create a really strong feedback loop 

which allows us to execute and learn day in, day out.” 

Customers can choose between a wide array of different phones and even operating 

systems, such as Android, iOS, Windows, or Linux. Because every individual has got 

his own preference for phone and operating system, more and more companies want to 

make it possible for their employees to use their own preferred devices. While such 

bring your own device (BYOD) policies enhance the productivity and satisfaction of 

employees, it also brings forward challenges (DeBeasi et al., 2012). 

Security is an important challenge in mobile communication. While a BYOD policy can 

be convenient for the end-users, Kambourakis et al. (2014, p. 435) argue that 

standardization is required in order to guarantee the security in mobile communication. 

In fact, concerns about data, network, and transaction security and the anxiety to store 

sensitive data on mobile devices are the biggest barriers in investing in mobility (Korkut 

& Krebs, 2011, p. 6). Another major challenge is that many applications do not function 

well with all operating systems and it is difficult to manage such a variety of mobile 

devices. 

Enterprise mobility is the industry that focuses on overcoming these challenges. SAP, a 

leader in the industry (Redman et al., 2013), offers Afaria, which provides central 

control of all mobile devices and the related applications. According to Gartner (2013) 

SAP is one of the leaders in the market of Mobile Device Management, mainly because 

Afaria is one of the most matured tools in the market (Redman et al., 2013). 

SAP offers many applications that are compatible with almost all major operating 

systems. Crook and Hopkins (2013, p. 6) divide these applications in four categories:  

- Line-of-business (LOB) mobile apps: these applications help specific 

departments in companies, for example finance, HR, or supply chain. SAP Fiori 

is the product that is mostly related to this category, since it contains more than 

190 mobile applications that are focused on user productivity and customer 

personalization. 

- Industry mobile apps: these applications are specific to the industry of the 

customer and help to “redefine customer and partner relationships, cut costs, and 

improve productivity” (Crook & Hopkins, 2013, p. 6). 

- Business analytics mobile apps: these applications help to make it easier and 

faster to come up with well-informed decisions. 

- Customer mobile apps: these applications are created for customer relationships 

and to increase the service levels. 

Furthermore, SAP also provides a Mobile Platform. With this platform customers can 

easily and quickly develop and deploy mobile applications in HTML5, the current 

dominant programming language, that are compatible with most operating systems. The 
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platform makes it so much easier to build the mobile applications because it provides 

access to many useful resources and connections that can be used. 

Finally, consultancy services are also part of SAP Enterprise Mobility. These 

consultancy services are focused on designing an infrastructure that aligns well with the 

mobile strategy of the customer. SAP provides consultancy services themselves, but 

there are also independent companies that are specialized in providing these services. 

1.3 Research gap 

Although customer value is a concept that has been research extensively, it is still 

interesting to investigate whether theories are also valid for specific industries and 

whether the importance of value drivers have changed over time. For example, in 

conversation with a senior manager of the commissioning company he indicated that he 

thought that over the last decade that he perceived a tendency of customers to take good 

quality services for granted. So while current theories indicate that service quality 

aspects add a lot of value to a market offering (e.g. Parasuraman et al., 1988, p. 23; 

Johnston, 1995, p. 63), it is possible that this has changed towards a situation in which 

these aspects are not valued that highly anymore. 

Moreover, it is important to keep the theory on customer value up-to-date. For example, 

perhaps characteristics of new, fast-paced industries might cause value drivers to have 

changed. This is in line with what for example Amit and Zott (2001, p. 496) by adding 

innovation as a value driver in the E-business industry. But besides adding possible new 

value elements, it is also important and interesting to investigate whether traditional 

elements are still valid in such a new industry. 

This study also focuses on the long-term perspective on value. It takes into account how 

relationships between businesses can add value, in addition to the products. Lindgreen 

and Wynstra (2005, p. 743) emphasize the need to research these phenomena, especially 

because relationships are increasingly important in business-to-business markets. This 

study will investigate whether this theoretical addition about the long-term perspective 

on value is valid in practice as well. Furthermore, this research tries to fill the research 

gap mentioned by Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005, p. 743) about the importance of 

product innovation in customer value. Also product innovation is in line with this long-

term perspective on value, since customers do not need to switch between suppliers if 

the current supplier tries to keep improving their products (Geroski, 1993, p. 199). 

1.4 Research purpose 

The purpose of this research is to explore what the value drivers are in SAP Enterprise 

Mobility in order to get a first understanding of what actually brings value to the 

customers. Because the industry is relatively new and most potential customers have no 

experience with SAP Enterprise Mobility yet, this thesis will make a contribution by 

exploring and giving an indication of what customers value. It can be interesting for 

SAP and consultancy providers how they can create value in the future for their 

customers, while it can serve as a basis for future research once the industry has 

developed and matured more and it is more interesting to precisely know what 

customers value. 

The research question around which this thesis will revolve is: “what are the key drivers 

of customer value in SAP Enterprise Mobility?” Additionally, two sub-questions will be 

tried to be answered in order to get a better idea of the enterprise mobility industry. 

These questions are: 
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1. What are the differences between big and small firms regarding their willingness to 

invest in enterprise mobility? 

2. For which specific applications do companies want to invest in enterprise mobility?  

These research questions have been developed in collaboration with a commissioning 

company. Although the commissioning company is especially interested in the practical 

implications that this research will bring forward, it has been made sure that this 

research meets the academic standards that are set by Umeå School of Business and 

Economics (USBE). After all, this study is primarily a master’s thesis for USBE. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework 
This chapter is about the underlying theory regarding the value drivers in SAP 

Enterprise Mobility. It explains the hypothesized model and describes the academic 

background of these variables, which are product quality, service quality, relationship 

quality, price, and customer value.  

2.1 Understanding, creating, and delivering value in business-to-business marketing 

Delivering superior value to customers is a source of a competitive advantage 

(Woodruff, 1997, p. 139). But being able to deliver superior value in business-to-

business markets is the result of several other processes, as illustrated in Figure 3 

(Anderson et al., 2009, p. 5). Focusing on these business market processes is one of the 

four guiding principles mentioned by Anderson et al. (2009, p. 5). The other principles 

are that companies should consider customer value as the corner stone of business-to-

business marketing, do business beyond borders, and focus on business networks and 

relationships. 

 

Figure 3. Business market processes (Anderson et al., 2009, p. 5) 

Especially focusing on business networks has been a hot topic in research. The reason 

that it is so important is that synergetic relationships between firms can result in co-

creating value by combining resources from which the total value that can be delivered 

is higher than the sum of the value amounts that the companies can deliver individually 

(Anderson et al., 1994, p. 1). Anderson et al. (1994, p. 5) give the example of a saw 

equipment producer that used different actors in their network to first come up with a 

technical solution, then test the solution with two sawmills, and refined their prototype 

with the help of another actor after the tests. Because of these relationships they ended 

up with a successful product. Such a network is essential to create synergetic alliances 

which make it possible to compete with larger competitors. 
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While delivering superior value is very important, it is not the only purchasing factor. 

Despite being able to deliver the best value in the market, customers might choose an 

alternative because they are forced to go for the lowest price rather than highest value 

due to financial constraints, the buyer only focuses on the short-run, or because of a 

long-term relationship with a competitor (Kotler, in Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005, p. 

736). 

Because an increasing number of businesses realize the importance of customer value in 

business-to-business markets, more and more customer value models are built. These 

models are “data-driven representations of the worth, in monetary terms, of what the 

supplier is doing or could do for its customers” (Anderson & Narus, 1998, p. 6).  

In order to identify customer value drivers, Anderson and Narus (1998, p. 7) suggest to 

create a list with potential value elements. As mentioned in the introduction, customer 

value is the balance between customer-perceived quality (benefits) and the sacrifices it 

has to make. (Woodall, 2003, p. 14) builds on this idea by specifying what these 

benefits and sacrifices could be and in what these factors result. For example, goods 

quality and service quality are benefits that could result in strategic and personal 

benefits. In Figure 4 the specified value elements by Woodall (2003, p. 14) are pointed 

out. 

 

Figure 4. Factors associated with customer value elements (Woodall, 2003, p. 14) 

An example of how a customer value model can be built in practice is a research by 

Gatzert et al. (2012, p. 663) in the life insurance industry. First they generated a list of 
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elements that might influence the value a customer perceives in an offering. They 

argued that the core of market offerings in that industry are “a minimum interest rate 

guarantee, a guaranteed annual participation in the surplus generated by the asset 

portfolio of the insurer, and a terminal bonus,” (p. 663). The model that was generated 

accordingly with their data suggested that segmentation is essential in that industry, a 

finding that could help companies in that industry. 

These benefit elements can be categorized in three domains (Ulaga & Chacour, 2001, p. 

528): physical attributes, service attributes, and technical support. Lapierre (2000, p. 

125) distinguishes the same domains, except that technical support is replaced with a 

broader concept: relationship attributes. Because consultancy is an important part in the 

SAP Enterprise Mobility industry, relationship is more applicable to this study than 

technical support.  

Moreover, the concept of relationships is a good addition to value creation, since it 

enriches this concept by not only focusing on the value that can be delivered to 

customers with the current offering, but it also takes into account the long-term 

(Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005, p. 738). After all, customers might want to build a 

relationship with a company because of their good reputation, the amount of time and 

energy that has to be put in doing business with them, or their innovative capability. 

These factors take into account that customers might value that they do not have to 

switch between suppliers in the future, but instead build up a sustainable relationships 

that offers continuity. 

Lapierre (2000, p. 125) made an effort to investigate business market value drivers in 

the IT service industry. The results of that study show many significant value drivers. 

For the physical attribute domain, the significant value drivers are the quality of the 

products, product customization, and available alternative solutions. For the service 

attribute domain the value drivers are flexibility, reliability, and technical competence. 

For the relationship attribute domain the value drivers are image, trust, solidarity, and 

conflict (negative). Also price was shown to influence value in this setting. 

More importantly for this study, it provides a simple and comprehensive way of 

distinguishing different elements within a market offering. After all, while Lapierre 

(2000, p. 125) did a very thorough research about very specific value drivers in business 

markets, it also shows that the following domains can be used as a basis for a customer 

value model: physical attributes, service attributes, relationship attributes, and price. 

2.2 The model 

The hypothesized model to explain the customer value in SAP Enterprise Mobility is 

illustrated in Figure 5. The reasoning behind hypothesizing this model as well as the 

theory behind the variables are described in the remainder of this chapter. It is important 

to notice that the perceived product quality is related to the products that SAP offers, 

while perceived service and relationship quality can also refer to one of SAP’s partners 

that provide the consultancy services. Furthermore, the variables are all based on the 

respondents’ perception of it. So for example the variable “product quality” refers to the 

quality the respondents perceive, not to factual data. Also price refers to the perception 

of how expensive the product and service are, not the actual price. 
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Figure 5. Hypothesized model 

Every effect in the hypothesized model in Figure 2 serves as a hypothesis in this 

research. Therefore the hypotheses that will be tested in this research are the following: 

H1: Product quality has got a positive effect on customer value 

H2: Service quality has got a positive effect on customer value 

H3: Relationship quality has got a positive effect on customer value 

H4: A fair product price has got a positive effect on customer value 

H5: A fair service price has got a positive effect on customer value 

 

The sixth hypothesis concerns the effect of size on investment plans. 

H6: Large companies value the offerings of SAP Enterprise Mobility more than smaller 

firms and are thus likelier to invest in the products and services that are related to SAP 

Enterprise Mobility 

 

Although these value drivers appear to be quite general and universal, it is interesting to 

read that the relative strength and significance of the different variables differs between 

cultures (Blocker, 2011, p. 536). For example offering quality is a much stronger value 

driver in Singapore, Sweden, and the United States compared to the United Kingdom 

and India.  

The most interesting finding from the research of Blocker (2011, p. 536) is that there are 

strong differences between countries that are culturally similar (e.g. United States and 

United Kingdom), while there are strong similarities between countries that appear to be 

culturally different (e.g. Sweden and Singapore). Because this research is executed in 

Germany it is important to highlight that the indications of this research might not say 

anything about other countries. Therefore companies in this industry should be cautious 

in the course of internationalization and creating market offerings. 

In the next paragraphs the variables will be defined on basis of existing literature. These 

five hypotheses have been created by applying existing knowledge and theories on SAP 

Enterprise Mobility. 

2.3 Product quality 

Since customer value is a tradeoff between benefits and sacrifices, increasing the quality 

of any of those attributes or decreasing the sacrifices a customer has to make will 

potentially increase the total customer-perceived value, but it depends on the 

Product quality 

Fair product price 

Service quality 

Fair service price 

Relationship quality 

Customer value 
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perceptions of the customer and the weight that it allocates to the importance of the 

individual attributes.  

Quality can be defined as delivering specific characteristics that a customer desires 

(Acebron & Dopico, 2000, p. 229). Olson (in Acebron & Dopico, 2000, p. 230) explains 

that the perceived quality of a product is determined by the intrinsic quality cues and 

extrinsic quality cues that a person perceives. Intrinsic cues are inextricably connected 

to the physical components of a product. It is not possible to change these components 

without changing the product itself. Regarding SAP Enterprise Mobility these are for 

example the technical components of the mobility platform and mobile applications. 

Extrinsic quality cues can be changed without changing the actual product. Examples of 

such quality cues are “price, brand name…, influence of…personnel, promotion…, 

advertising” (Acebron & Dopico, 2000, p. 231). Especially for expensive products the 

price is an important heuristic, since customers buy expensive products less frequently 

than inexpensive products which results into an increased risk of an incorrect 

assessment of the product (Rao & Monroe, 1989, p. 352). Given that purchases of 

mobility platforms are not done frequently, the perceived quality might be relatively 

strongly correlated with the price.  

The perceived quality of SAP Enterprise Mobility has got its own predictors which are 

therefore potential indirect value drivers. The first one that is especially related to SAP 

Enterprise Mobility is customizability. The customizability is the degree to which a 

product can be changed to suit each individual customer better (Jiao & Tseng, 2004, p. 

745). If a product is highly customizable, the supplier can fulfil the demands of more 

individual customers, but it also makes it possible to fulfil the demands of a customer 

over a longer period of time if the demands of the customers change. 

For SAP the degree of customizability is high, because SAP has got many partnerships 

and licenses with which they make it possible for customers to customize their mobile 

strategy to a great extent. They can choose from many different mobile applications that 

complement their mobile strategy. For this reason it is expected that the customizability 

of SAP Enterprise Mobility has got a positive effect on the perceived quality and is an 

indirect value driver. 

The second predictor of product quality is product innovation. Innovative companies are 

more profitable, because new and/or improved products enhance the competitive 

position of a company (Geroski, 1993, p. 199). Besides this benefit of engaging in 

innovation, it is also expected that being considered innovative has got a positive effect 

on the perceived product quality. After all, the improvement of the product offerings 

increases the actual product quality, so it is expected that customers will perceive these 

improvements as well. 

Furthermore, there is a second aspect of product innovation that is beneficial for SAP 

Enterprise Mobility. It is potentially valuable for customers that their current supplier is 

constantly improving their products. This results in a lesser need to switch between 

suppliers if their current supplier cannot maintain the quality level of their products 

because of a lack in innovative practices (Geroski, 1993, p. 199). In other words, if a 

company engages in a high level of product innovation, there is on the long-term a 

lesser need for customers to switch suppliers, thus product innovation enhances 

customer retention. 
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In summary, because product quality aspects that are very applicable to SAP Enterprise 

Mobility (customizability and product innovation) are valuable to customers according 

to the literature, it is expected that product quality as a whole will have positive effect 

on customer value. 

H1: Product quality has got a positive effect on customer value 

2.4 Service quality 

Besides value drivers that are related to the physical attributes of a product offering 

there are also other hypothesized value drivers in SAP Enterprise Mobility. They are not 

related to the product itself, but on supporting services that are provided by the supplier. 

Service quality aspects are characterized by their intangibility, heterogeneity, and 

inseparability (Parasuraman et al., 1985, p. 42). It is expected that the overall level of 

perceived service quality has got a positive effect on customer value. 

However, service quality is a concept that is built on many different domains 

(Parasuraman et al., 1988, p. 11). Four of these domains will be explained in this study, 

since the drivers of perceived service quality are indirect drivers of customer value. 

These domains are service innovation, reliability, flexibility, and responsiveness. 

In the previous paragraph it was explained that product innovation will have a 

significant positive contribution to the perceived product quality, but since innovation is 

also possible for services it is also expected that service innovation will have a 

significant positive impact on the perceived service quality. Lin (2013, p. 1623) showed 

the validity of this assumption in the Chinese tourism setting. 

Service innovation is defined by Rogers (in Coutelle-Brillet, 2014, p. 165) as anything 

that is perceived by the consumer as “new”. Phan (in Coutelle-Brillet, 2014, p. 165)  

describes it more broadly, arguing that service innovation is the collective definition of 

modifying existing services, adopting new services that are already available in the 

market but not yet enhanced by the company in question, services that already exist but 

which have now been adapted in a new market or segment, and completely new services 

(Coutelle-Brillet, 2014, p. 165). 

While there is a lot of common ground between service innovation and product 

innovation, there are also important differences (Nijssen et al., 2006, p. 242). The 

biggest difference is that the outcomes of service innovation are intangible. This could 

be one of the reasons why contrary to product innovation there are no suggestions in the 

literature regarding service innovation having the benefit of customer retention.  

Another important aspect is the reliability of the service, which is the “ability to perform 

the promised service dependably and accurately,” (Parasuraman et al., 1988, p. 23). The 

literature on service quality shows that reliability is commonly the most important 

dimension of service quality (Boulding et al., 1993, p. 11). The reason for this is that 

customers automatically expect from service providers that they are reliable. While 

reliability does not add a lot of value when it is present greatly, a service does lose a lot 

of value when it lacks reliability (Johnston, 1995, p. 63). 

Flexibility is a very broad concept with many different aspects. For example strategic 

flexibility is the degree to which a company is able to respond to a changing 

environment (Sanchez & Mahoney, 1996, p. 63) and manufacturing flexibility refers to 

how well a company can rearrange its products and processes to respond to changes 
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(Urtasun-Alonso et al., 2014, p. 303). The common ground between these concepts is 

that flexibility always refers to the ability to adapt to changing circumstances. The kind 

of flexibility that is relevant to this study is the flexibility a company shows to its 

customers from a service perspective. 

Flexibility in service relationships has got several dimensions and could be summarized 

as “an actor’s capability of reacting to another actor’s demand for modifications in a 

flexible manner, the actor’s willingness to do so, and the actual behavior the actor 

show,” (Ivens, 2005, p. 567). However, Ivens (2005, p. 567) argues that from a 

marketing perspective the most important aspect of flexibility is the willingness of a 

supplier to adjust an agreement if the customer desires this. If a supplier is not flexible 

enough it could result in the quality a customer perceives from the service (Ivens, 2005, 

p. 568). So on the other hand, if a supplier is flexible, it does create this quality. 

Responsiveness is the degree to which a supplier is willing to help their customers and 

provide them with prompt services (Pitt et al., 1995, p. 177). Contrary to reliability, this 

service aspect can add a lot of value if it is present greatly and is therefore a main 

potential contributor to satisfaction (Johnston, 1995, p. 64).  

In summary, according to the literature service innovation, reliability, flexibility, and 

responsiveness are all service quality aspects that customers desire. Because these are 

all components of service quality, it is expected that the service quality of consultancy 

services in SAP Enterprise Mobility will have a positive effect on the customer value. 

H2: Service quality has got a positive effect on customer value 

2.5 Relationship quality 

Besides the quality of the products and/or service that a business provides for its 

customers, there are other factors that influence the customer value. These are the 

factors that make one company more attractive to (potential) customers than its 

competitors, but are not related to the explicit technical, service, economical, or social 

benefits of a particular offering (Lyndgreen & Wynstra, 2005, p. 737). Examples of 

such aspects are the reputation of the company and the solidarity the company shows 

towards its customers (Lapierre, 2000, p. 125). 

The explanation of the effect of the perceived relationship quality is quite similar to the 

one of the perceived service quality. It is expected that it positively affects customer 

value, but the relationship is determined by different drivers that are thus indirect value 

drivers in SAP Enterprise Mobility. 

The reputation of a company can be defined as “a particular type of feed-back received 

by an [organization] from its stakeholders, concerning the credibility of the 

[organization’s] identity claims” (Whetten & Mackey, 2002, p. 401). In other words, it 

is the assessment of customers regarding how a company lives up to the expectations of 

the customers and if they fulfill the promises they have made over a period of time. 

According to Cretu and Brodie (2007, p. 236) the reputation of a company is an 

important factor of customer value that is especially strong in business-to-business 

markets. 

Roberts and Dowling (2002, p. 1077) also argue that corporate reputation is important, 

because it has the potential to create value. But they argue furthermore that it has some 

major advantages on top of the potential value. For example, a good reputation implies 
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underlying quality of the products or services of the firm for which customers are 

willing to pay a premium. A good reputation of the company also results into lower 

monitoring and contracting costs, since there is less a need to cover all the contractual 

hazards. 

Besides the benefits of relationship aspects, there are also some factors that should be 

considered as sacrifices. After all, the sacrifice part of customer value is not just 

expressed in money, but also in other factors. These factors are related to the time, 

effort, and energy a customer has to spend in order to acquire the designated benefits 

(Lapierre, 2000, p. 138). For example, it is possible that a client considers the effort that 

it has to put in bargaining to reach an agreement with the supplier as a sacrifice. 

Another example is the amount of training that has to be spent on employees in order to 

master a specific product. Furthermore, conflicts between the supplier and the customer 

can take up a lot of energy, which also should be considered as a sacrifice the customer 

has to make. 

Another relationship related aspect of customer value is solidarity, which is 

commitment of a supplier to constantly improve and not just for their own sake 

(Lapierre, 2000, p. 138). Many firms claim that they “go the extra mile” for their clients. 

The willingness of a supplier to satisfy needs of a customer beyond the terms of the 

contract is an aspect of solidarity, as well as providing help when problems arise. 

Showing solidarity with customers has got some positive implications. It results in 

mutual interest in each other’s welfare, while it is also beneficial for the long-term 

orientation, and it reduces conflict (Mooi & Frambach, 2012, p. 1026). For these 

reasons it is expected that being solidary will have a direct positive effect on the 

relationship quality. 

In summary, solidarity and reputation are factors that are beneficial for the relationship 

quality, while it is also good to reduce the time, effort, and energy the customer has to 

spend to acquire the service. Because these factors are all dimensions of relationship 

quality, it is expected that relationship quality as a whole has got a positive effect on 

customer value. 

H3: Relationship quality has got a positive effect on customer value 

2.6 Price 

As mentioned in the introduction, customer value is the balance between the perceived 

benefits and sacrifices of the customer. In the previous paragraph it was argued that 

sacrifices such as time, energy, and effort are factors that influence the relationship 

quality, so the only sacrifice that remains for price is the actual price that is paid in 

monetary terms.  

Wuyts et al. (2009, p. 45) show that price has got a strong negative influence on the 

decision-making of service providers in business-to-business markets. The strength of 

this effect differs greatly between customers, since some customers are more price 

conscious than others (Peng & Wang, 2006, p. 29) and because it depends on the level 

of price competition in the market (Cheng, 2008, p. 31). 

Price perception can be separated in two dimensions (Cheng, 2008, p. 33). The first one 

is the reasonableness of the price, which is the perceived price relative to the 

competitors. The other dimension is the perceived value of the product or service for the 
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price the customers pays. Furthermore, as stated in paragraph 2.2, price can be 

correlated with quality, since customers tend to expect that high quality products and 

services have a higher price than lower quality products and services. Therefore it might 

be too simple to argue that there is a linear negative correlation between price and 

customer value, but that the fairness of the price is more important. 

A study by Hultén et al. (2009, p. 259) confirms the idea that there is no linear negative 

correlation between price and customer value. Their study in the Swedish printing 

industry shows that there are cases in which higher prices are not necessarily at the 

expense of their performance, but that it is important to educate their customers and 

showing them what kind of additional services or product elements they would obtain 

by purchasing their offering, which might be more expensive than their competitor’s. 

Because the fairness of the price captures the dimension more completely and 

accurately than the actual price itself, the fairness perspective is better suitable as a 

value driver. This idea conforms with equity theory, which states that customers want to 

get a output that is fair with the input they give, rather than simply desiring to have an 

input that is as small as possible (Zhu & Chen, 2012, p. 484). 

H4: A fair product price has got a positive effect on customer value 

H5: A fair service price has got a positive effect on customer value 

2.7 Firm size 

Firm size has often been found to be related with the tendency to make investments 

(Shefer & Frenkel, 2005, p. 26). This can be linked with the theory that large firms 

usually have more slack resources, which are potentially “utilizable resources that can 

be diverted or redeployed for the achievement of organizational goals” (George, 2005, 

p. 661). Therefore they can spend more on R&D and make investments. 

There is no standard firm size definition, since it entirely depends on the specific case it 

has to be applied to. Factors that are often used to measure firm size are annual sales, 

assets net of depreciation and depletion, total number of employees, stockholders’ 

equity, and market value of the firm (Shalit & Sankar, 1977, p. 294). To use the most 

suitable measurement for firm size, it is important to determine which factor is most 

applicable to investing in SAP Enterprise Mobility. 

As described in the introduction, SAP Enterprise Mobility is useful in order to manage 

complex multi-device communication systems in order to increase the easiness of 

wireless communication, as well as improving data quality. This is a bigger necessity 

for companies that have many ERP users, which are the end-users of SAP’s mobile 

applications. After all, for them it is more difficult to manage these systems given the 

fact that there are more users that have to be taken care of. Determining how many ERP 

users are necessary to be considered as a large firm will be done later on, once the 

sample characteristics are known.  

H6: Large companies value the offerings of SAP Enterprise Mobility more than smaller 

firms and are thus likelier to invest in the products and services that are related to SAP 

Enterprise Mobility 
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology 
This chapter explains the methodology that has been used for this research, why this 

methodology has been chosen, and the pros and cons that are attached to it. It includes 

the preconceptions, research approach, which sources have been used, details about 

sampling, data collection, the survey that has been sent out, how the data was prepared 

and analyzed, and details regarding the validity and reliability of this methodology. 

3.1 Preconceptions 

The topic of this research has been the result of searching for an idea that is related to 

the IT industry combined with the opportunity that arose when a company 

commissioned this specific research. The commissioning company wanted to know 

which factors the key drivers are of customer value in SAP Enterprise Mobility. 

Therefore the research question of this study is: “what are the key drivers of customer 

value in SAP Enterprise Mobility?” 

As mentioned before, although the commissioning company is especially interested in 

the practical implications that this research will bring forward, the main objective of this 

research is to deliver a 15-credit master’s thesis for Umeå School of Business and 

Economics (USBE).  

3.2 Philosophical standpoints 

In this paragraph it will be explained which philosophical standpoints are the foundation 

of this research, as well as the argumentation for these standpoints. The philosophical 

standpoints that will be elaborated are about the epistemological and the ontological 

viewpoints.  

3.2.1 Epistemology 

Epistemology is about the question what kind of knowledge is valid in a certain field of 

research (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 15). Bryman and Bell (2011, p. 15) explain three 

different standpoints within epistemology. The first one is positivism. According to this 

standpoint the principles of natural sciences should be applied to social sciences. 

Central to this approach is that hypotheses can be generated on the basis of existing 

scientific theories. These hypotheses can then serve as the basis to test whether 

explanations of laws are valid or not. Within positivism objectivism is a very important 

theme. This means that there is an absolute distinction between facts (objective) and 

beliefs (subjective). 

To ensure the objectivity of research, the methods to conduct a research and collect data 

should be consistent according to positivism. This idea is shared with the realist 

standpoint (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 17). And important difference between positivism 

and realism however is that realists argue that there could be explanations that are 

beyond what is observable, while positivists only accept what can be confirmed by the 

senses. 

Besides positivism and realism there is a third epistemological standpoint: 

interpretivism. This standpoint strongly contrasts the positivist point of view. 

Interpretivists argue that social sciences should not be based on the principles of natural 

sciences, but that the experiences of people are relevant (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 16). 

Therefore it does not rely solely on objectivity, but also subjectivity is important. The 

argument for this approach is that not everything can be observed objectively. Bryman 

and Bell (2011, p. 18) give the example of research on “good leadership”. They argue 
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that such concept is subjective in nature and thus cannot be approached absolutely 

objectively. 

The goal of this study is to build a model that explains customer value in SAP 

Enterprise Mobility. Positivism suits this goal the most, since the model that predicts 

value most accurately and objectively is based on objective methods. Furthermore, this 

research aims to further develop the theories on customer value rather than coming up 

with new theories, which certainly suits the positivist standpoint better than the 

interpretivist’s. Also, experiences of people do not seem to be as relevant to 

understanding customer value, which means that an objective approach is much more in 

line with the research goal than a subjective approach. 

3.2.2 Ontology 

Ontology revolves around questions concerning the nature of social entities (Bryman & 

Bell, p. 20). There are two contrasting standpoints in ontology: objectivism and 

constructionism. According to objectivism social entities, such as organizations and 

cultures, exist independently from the social actors. Contrary to this standpoint, these 

social entities are dependent on social actors according to constructionism. Furthermore, 

according to Saunders et al. (2009, p. 111) it “is a continual process in that through the 

process of social interaction these social phenomena are in a constant state of revision.” 

Constructionism is linked to interpretivism. After all, they both stress the notion that 

subjective meanings should be taken into account. However, as explained in the 

previous paragraph, an objective approach suits the nature of this research better. 

Moreover, Vrasidas (2000, p. 341) explains that in the objectivist view there is one true 

and correct reality that can be found throughout the objective methods of science. While 

this idea is debatable in the philosophical sense, this approach is very useful for creating 

a comprehensive model regarding customer value, considering that according to 

objectivism reality can be modeled (Jonassen, 1991, p. 9) and that the aim of this 

research is to create a model that explains the customer value in SAP Enterprise 

Mobility. 

3.3 Research approach 

The method that will be used in this study is the hypothetico-deductive method, which 

is the direct result of choosing positivism and objectivism as philosophical standpoints. 

The hypothetico-deductive method involves going from the general to the particular 

(Locke, 2007, p. 868). This approach is suitable for this study, since aspects of customer 

value in general can be used to build and test a model for customer value in SAP 

Enterprise Mobility (specific). Because this research is a first attempt at understanding 

SAP Enterprise Mobility and given the limited time and resources, this research is of 

exploratory nature and the results will serve as indications rather than conclusions. 

Initially it was the idea to execute a generalizable study, but during the data collection 

period the response was much lower than expected (more on this in the study limitations 

sector, paragraph 5.4). The decision was then made to secure the quality of the 

respondents rather than the quantity (more on this in the sampling sector, paragraph 

3.4). 

Associated with the deductive method is quantitative research. A disadvantage of this 

method is that research is continuously based on existing theories. Since in the IT 

industry new products are constantly emerging, existing theories might not include all 

required variables and the deductive method can possibly neglect those potential 

variables. Once the theoretical framework had been written and the hypotheses were 
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created, this information was presented to the commissioning company. The managers 

from the commissioning company have been used as an additional source to 

complement the existing theories. This method will limit the amount of neglected 

variables. This implies that this study is quantitative, but with a qualitative edge in order 

to include as many important variables as possible. 

The hypothetico-deductive method can be explained in seven steps (Sekaran, 2003, p. 

29): 

1. Observation 

2. Preliminary information gathering 

3. Theory formulization 

4. Hypothesizing 

5. Further scientific data collection 

6. Data analysis 

7. Deduction 

 

The observation and preliminary information gathering are dealt with in chapter one 

(introduction) of this research. Observation is the perceived problem and is summarized 

in the problem statement, while preliminary information gathering is the collection of 

articles used to describe customer value analysis, the IT consultancy market, B2B 

marketing, and Enterprise Mobility.  

Theory formulization, hypothesizing, and further scientific data collection have been 

considered in chapter two of this report, the theoretical frame of reference chapter. The 

theory on the customer value of SAP Enterprise Mobility has been elaborated, and as 

more ideas emerged, related hypotheses have been formulated that will ultimately lead 

to the answers of the research questions. On the basis of these hypotheses a 

questionnaire will be designed in order to collect data to test the hypotheses.  

The collected data will be provided in chapter four, the empirical descriptions chapter. 

First the data will be presented in a descriptive way, and afterwards the earlier created 

hypotheses will be tested. The results of the hypothesis testing will be further analyzed 

in chapter five, the analysis chapter. This chapter will contribute to the research by 

explaining causal connections, identifying patterns, generating new theories, and 

providing practical and managerial suggestions. 

3.4 Sources 

The theoretical framework has been built on secondary data. To ensure that the quality 

of the secondary data is high, the secondary data sources have been evaluated with the 

“six fundamental principles” that are described by Shiu et al. (2009, p. 143): purpose, 

accuracy, consistency, credibility, methodology, and bias. 

Purpose concerns how closely the secondary data is related to the research objectives. 

For example, an article on customer value in business-to-customer markets might be 

valuable to the extent that it can help to define the concept of customer value. But for 

the development of hypotheses secondary data that focusses on the business-to-business 

markets will always be preferred, since these articles have a better fit with the objective 

of the research. 

To assure the other factors it is important to primarily consult journals that are peer-

reviewed, have a good reputation, and have a high impact factor. This ensures the 
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quality of secondary data to a large extent, but it is always important to stay critical, 

especially when certain specific topics are not covered in journals with a high impact 

factor.  

The impact factors are obtained through Web of Science. Examples of such journals are 

Journal of Marketing (3.368), Organization Science (3.351), and Journal of 

Management (6.704). Articles will be selected on relevance by entering keywords in 

Web of Science. Keywords that will be used include “customer value”, “customer value 

analysis”, “B2B marketing”, “business-to-business marketing”, and “Enterprise 

Mobility”. Once the relevant articles are found, thus the articles that fit the purpose of 

the current study, they will be obtained through the search tool of Umeå University 

Library. 

Besides scientific articles additional sources will be used for this study. First of all two 

books will also be used as source. Research methods for business: A skill-building 

approach by Sekaran (2003) is a very useful tool in order to perform business research. 

Furthermore Business Market Management: Understanding, Creating, and Delivering 

Value by Anderson et al. (2009) is very useful, since this book is written by some of the 

most influential authors concerning customer value in business-to-business marketing. 

Since Enterprise Mobility has emerged not that long ago, existing scientific books and 

articles were not sufficient in order to create an optimal theoretic framework from. To 

illustrate this: the search term “enterprise mobility” in Web of Science results in only 

sixteen hits. However, some commercial research companies do cover this topic 

extensively. Therefore commercial databases such as Gartner and IDG Enterprise have 

been used as well. Because certain value drivers could still be missing, managers from 

the commissioning company with longstanding experience in the industry have been 

consulted and asked to approve the theoretical model that is based on the secondary 

data. 

3.5 Sampling 

While a company might deliver value to a lot of people within a company, it is most 

interesting to know what brings value to the decision makers of buying a service or 

product. After all, the decision makers are the ones that are essential for revenue 

generation of the company. According to a study by IDG Enterprise (2012) the most 

influential decision makers in IT are the actual IT managers, much more than the 

business managers that might create the demand for a certain product. So for the 

decision about buying SAP Enterprise Mobility, the IT managers are the most 

influential. Therefore the main focus will be IT managers.  

However, the public opinion and general marketing feeling is usually shaped not just by 

the most influential people, but rather by a critical mass of individuals with some 

knowledge about the topic (Watts & Dodds, 2007, p. 441). Therefore the target 

population is everyone that has some affiliation with SAP Enterprise Mobility (some 

knowledge about the topic is crucial). This is also because of practical reasons, given 

that the target population would be too small and too hard to reach in order to get a 

sufficient sample size with the available resources. But because IT managers have the 

largest direct influence on the decision-making process, they will have an extra focus in 

this research. 

There are many different IT managers within IT departments. To ensure that all roles 

will be covered in this research, a distinction will be made amongst them. An interview 
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with a senior manager of the commissioning company made clear which IT managers 

are typically the most influential regarding the decision making process of SAP 

Enterprise Mobility
1
 (ranked from most influential to least influential): 

1. Chief Information Officer (CIO): this is the most important IT manager that 

bears the largest responsibility and has the biggest influence on the decision 

making process. Because the influence of this person is so strong, it is the most 

important respondent for this research. 

2. Business Engagement Manager (/ Business Process Owner): this manager 

translates the demand from within a business into IT requirements. Because this 

manager transfers the demand from within the company to the IT department he 

has a significant influence on the decision making in SAP Enterprise Mobility. 

3. Application Development Manager: this manager is concerned with the changes 

that are caused by SAP Enterprise Mobility regarding the development of 

applications. For example, a change that can be caused by implementing SAP 

Enterprise Mobility is that programmers have to work with new programming 

languages. 

4. Head of Operations: this manager is responsible for the maintenance of IT 

systems. This manager has the task to upgrade systems, implementing new IT 

systems, and acquiring necessary software licenses. His influence is important 

because he evaluates whether implementing SAP Enterprise Mobility is feasible 

system-wise. 

5. IT Security Manager: this manager evaluates projects on its security against 

hackers and other means to inflict damage to the systems. While the influence 

of this manager might not be as self-evident as some of the previous managers, 

the interviewed senior manager of the commissioning company explained that 

several projects have been cancelled because of not involving this manager 

early enough in the process. 

6. Infrastructure Manager: this manager is concerned with the hardware within IT. 

His responsibilities are related to the installation of hardware, databases, and 

networks. They are important in the decision-making process to the extent that 

they can evaluate whether or not SAP Enterprise Mobility can be implemented 

or not. 

7. Vice President: this role is quite a complex one. In some companies the Vice 

President is merely a title that is held by any of the senior managers, possibly 

one that is mentioned above. In other companies it is an actual function with its 

specific tasks and responsibilities. For SAP Enterprise Mobility the last named 

are of importance, because they influence the final decision-making process. 

 

As mentioned previously, despite the disappointing response rate (which can be 

attributed to the fact that this target population is quite hard to reach), it was chosen to 

not broaden the scope to other people that might have affiliation with SAP Enterprise 

Mobility. The reason for this is that it is most interesting from a business perspective to 

identify what drives value for people that influence the decision-making process, rather 

than sensing the market in general. 

When drawing a sample from this population there are several methods that can be 

used. In general there are two broad methods: probability sampling and non-probability 

                                                 
1
 Note: the titles of the different IT roles vary greatly amongst different companies. For recognizing the 

appropriate respondents the description was leading rather than the actual titles. 
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sampling. In probability sampling every element within the population has got a certain 

probability of being selected, while this probability is not an aspect in non-probability 

sampling (Sekaran, 2003, p. 276). Sekaran (2003, p. 269) explains that probability 

sampling is usually used when there is a need for generalizability of the results, while 

non-probability sampling is usually used when there is a bigger need for acquiring 

preliminary insights quickly and inexpensively. For this research the time is limited and 

the respondents are difficult to reach, therefore non-probability methods will be used. 

For this research convenience sampling was chosen, in which the respondents are 

conveniently available (Sekaran, 2003, p. 276). It is a useful and pragmatic method for 

this case, since there is the opportunity of getting help from sales representatives that 

have access to potential respondents much easier. 

3.6 Sample size 

Roscoe (in Sekaran, 2003, p. 295) highlights some rules of thumb considering the 

determination of the sample size. First of all, for most researches a sample size between 

30 and 500 is appropriate. A smaller sample will not suffice for testing hypotheses, 

while a bigger sample might judge irrelevant correlations as significant. Finally, in a 

multiple regression analysis the amount of predictor variables has to be multiplied by at 

least ten. Since this research includes nine predictor variables, which are the variables 

that are related to the hypotheses, the minimum sample size should at least be 90.  

However, because this research is not about making conclusion about the model but 

about exploring and getting indications, a sample size of 30 is the minimum. 

3.7 Collecting data 

In this research questionnaires will be used to collect data. There are several major 

advantages of using questionnaires in order to collect data (Shiu et al., 2009, p. 226). 

First of all, it allows getting a large sample size at a low cost. Secondly, it makes it 

possible to make inferences about the customer value of SAP Enterprise Mobility to all 

potential customers. Thirdly, it enables it to find hidden patterns and trends in customer 

value that would not be observed otherwise. Lastly, it provides the ability to tap into 

factors that are not directly observable, such as the feelings, attitudes, and preferences of 

customers, which are important factors of customer value. After all, customer value is 

all about perception (see Chapter 2). 

However, there are also disadvantages related to using questionnaires. While 

questionnaires are a powerful tool to answer research questions in a quantitative setting, 

it can be harmful to the research if it is not designed properly (Sekaran, 2003, p. 264), 

since there is always the possibility of systematic errors in the questionnaire (Shiu et al., 

2009, p. 227). Furthermore, it is possible that collected data is irrelevant or of poor 

quality. Especially compared to direct in-depth interviews the data can lake detail and it 

is more difficult to judge the truthfulness of the respondent. However, by carefully 

designing the questionnaire these errors will be limited. 

3.8 Survey method 

There are multiple methods to distribute the questionnaires (Sekaran, 2003, p. 821). 

Methods that are possible are telephone interviews, personal administered 

questionnaires, and electronic questionnaires. As stated previously, sales representatives 

will initiate the contact with respondents. Because a personal administered 

questionnaires has got the advantage that it is possible for the respondents to ask 

questions and instruct the respondents this method is chosen. However, perhaps the 
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company is unwilling to spend that much time on the questionnaire (Sekaran, 2003, p. 

821), so an online questionnaire was is an option as well.  

It was estimated that solely contacting companies personally would result in a sample 

size that is too small, thus in addition the questionnaire will be sent by email to 1600 

other potential respondents which were all present in the database of the commissioning 

company. The reason for this is that a large amount of people can be reached fairly 

easily and quickly, although the response rate is usually quite low. 

In order to attract more respondents, the commissioning company provided an incentive 

for companies to participate. First of all, the results of this research will be shared with 

all the respondents. Secondly, all the companies that complete two or more 

questionnaires can choose between receiving a 1200 euro discount voucher for their 

next order with the commissioning company, and a mobility innovation workshop with 

the same value. 

When it turned out in the beginning of the data collection period that the response rate 

was low, a backup plan was executed to give an impulse and attract more respondents. 

The questionnaire was promoted in the ongoing telephone marketing campaign, which 

enabled it to promote the research to an additional number of approximately fifty 

respondents per week. However, this did not result into new respondents. Furthermore, 

the questionnaire was distributed online on social media and forums, although the 

incentive was removed because it is not relevant for that target group. 

Shiu et al. (2009, p. 233) sum up several errors that are frequently made regarding 

surveys: 

1. Construct development error: the constructs are either incomplete, unreliable, or 

do not have a high level of validity. To avoid this error the constructs have been 

carefully selected from articles that have been published in peer-reviewed 

journals. 

2. Scale measurement error: the questions lack precision or are ambiguous, so it is 

not sure whether it actually measures the desired variable. To avoid this error the 

questionnaire will be tested prior to its distribution. To test it, the questionnaire 

will be shown to ten people of the commissioning company who will have to 

evaluate the questionnaire on whether it contains ambiguous questions or not. 

On that data a Cronbach’s Alpha will be performed to see whether or not the 

items measure the same variable. 

3. Survey instrument error: the questions are leading, or the questions are 

sequenced improperly. For this reason the questions will be phrased carefully 

and as objectively as possible. Besides that, they will be ordered in a logical 

way: the items of each construct will be put together and the constructs will be 

sorted on relevance to the construct before. 

3.9 Data preparation and analysis 

The preparation of the data is an important part of the research given the garbage-in-

garbage-out (GIGO) principle (Shiu et al., 2009, p. 494). The data that has been 

collected should be validated on the question of whether the survey has been conducted 

correctly or not. Shiu et al. (2009, p. 495) propose five points to validate the data: 
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1. Fraud: have the respondents actually been interviewed? This point regards the 

integrity regarding data collection of the author and the extent to which the sales 

representatives have been instructed during a workshop and monitored well. 

2. Screening: are the respondents qualified? To ensure this point a detailed 

description has been made of the profile of the individuals that are qualified to 

respond. Also, the sales representatives have been instructed about this profile. 

3. Procedure: has the data been collected according plan?  

4. Correct completeness: have no questions been skipped? SPSS automatically 

recognizes missing variables. 

5. Courtesy: have the respondents been treated with respect? The interviewer has to 

have a professional appearance and have to treat the respondents with the right 

manners. 

 

Once the data has been collected they will be manually put in SPSS. Because mistakes 

are easily made in this process, the input will be checked twice to ensure that there are 

no faulty inputs in the data. Another person will check it once more to be completely 

certain. 

The collected data will then be used to test the hypotheses by executing a multiple 

regression and analyzing the results. It will show what the effects are of the independent 

variables (the hypothesized value drivers) on the dependent variable (customer value). 

Every variable will show a certain β, which is the effect. If β is zero, then there is no 

effect whatsoever. If β is larger than zero, it has got a positive effect. If β is smaller than 

zero, it has got a negative effect.  

Furthermore, it will show whether the effect is statistically significant or not, expressed 

in p. For example, if p is smaller than 0.05, it means that the effect is statistically 

significant for 95%. Carver (1993, p. 288) warns that one should not draw conclusions 

merely on statistical significance, but always look first at the data itself. This will 

“prevent the interpretation of tiny, trivial [effects] to be significant” (Carver, 1993, p. 

289). In other words: while a hypothesis might be accepted because of statistical 

significance, the effect might not be of practical significance to the commissioning 

company. 

3.10 Questionnaire design 

In order to test the earlier stated hypotheses it is important to include items that measure 

these constructs. The items will be statements that the respondent has to answer on a 

Likert scale, with 1 is “I strongly agree, 2 is “I agree”, 3 is “I agree nor disagree”, 4 is “I 

disagree” and 5 is “I strongly disagree”. This scale measures the attitude of the 

respondent regarding the questions (Sekaran, 2003, p. 197). While this might seem 

counterintuitive it is standard in Germany that 1 resembles the highest score. Since the 

respondents are German this most likely ensures the highest level of clarity towards the 

respondents. For this same reason the constructs in Table 1 have been translated to 

German in the actual questionnaire. Although translating can result into errors, it was 

believed that a careful translation results into fewer errors than the number of errors that 

would occur from respondents that misunderstand the questionnaire. 

To ensure the reliability of this research, thus that the measurement of the variables is 

consistent over time and in different situations (Sekaran, 2003, p. 203), multiple items 

will be used for every variable. Afterwards the constructs will be tested with a 

Cronbach’s Alpha, which is a statistical method to analyze whether the items (questions 
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in the questionnaire) actually have measured the same variable. It also shows whether or 

not the constructs are improved if certain items are deleted from the construct. On the 

basis of this test it will be decided whether certain items have to be deleted. 

The items that will be used for the constructs will be taken from previous researches 

that have been published in journals. The reason for this is to ensure the content validity 

of the constructs, which is whether a construct actually measures what it is intended to 

measure (Sekaran, 2003, p. 208). This method also ensures the face validity, which is 

whether experts validate if the instrument measures what it says it measures. After all, 

the journals from which the constructs will be derived are peer-reviewed. 

After the results of the Cronbach’s Alpha test the averages of the constructs will be the 

final overall score of the variables. These scores will then be used to test the hypotheses 

in a regression analysis. The constructs with its items and from which sources they have 

been adopted/adapted from are shown in Table 1. 

Construct Items Adopted/adapted 

from: 

Product quality Performance: 

1. SAP Enterprise Mobility products 

perform well 

2. In my view, these products are reliable 3. 

I would say that SAP Enterprise Mobility 

products have consistent high quality 

 

Product innovation: 

4. SAP Enterprise Mobility products are 

constantly improved 

5. The level of innovation in SAP Enterprise 

Mobility is high 

 

Customizability: 

6. SAP Enterprise Mobility is highly 

customizable 

7. Every customer can get a unique solution 

Lapierre, 2000, p. 

137; 

Sweeney & Soutar, 

2001, p. 212; 

Service quality Service innovation: 

1. The services of the consultancy provider 

are constantly improved 

2. The consultancy provider enhances a high 

level of service innovation 

 

Reliability: 

3. The services are performed correctly the 

first time 

4. The consultancy provider keeps its 

promises 

5. When I have problems, the consultancy 

provider takes action without delay 

 

Flexibility: 

6. They show flexibility to my requests 

Lapierre, 2000, p. 

137; 

Sweeney & Soutar, 

2001, p. 212; 

Cheng et al., 2008, p. 

34 
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7. When there are unforeseen needs, the 

consultancy provider is willing to adjust 

8. The consultancy provider is able to 

deliver emergency services 

 

Responsiveness: 

9. When I have problems, they really listen 

to my problems 

10. Quick answers and solutions are 

provided to my problems 

11. It is difficult to contact my consultancy 

provider * 

12. The consultancy provider helps quickly 

if I need help 

Relationship 

quality 

Reputation: 

1. I can trust the consultancy provider 

2. I have a good feeling about them 

3. The consultancy provider is well 

respected 

 

Solidarity: 

4. The consultancy provider shares 

information that is useful to me during the 

course of the relationship 

5. It seems to me that they are willing to 

help me beyond the contract terms 

6. They are committed to improving the 

overall relationship 

 

Time, effort , energy: 

7. I have to invest a lot of energy with the 

consultancy provider * 

8. Developing a business relationship with 

the consultancy provider costs a lot of time 

and effort * 

9. Coming to an agreement costs a lot of 

effort * 

Fombrun et al., 2000, 

p. 253; 

Petrick, 2002, p. 128; 

Lapierre, 2000, p. 

137; 

Product price 1. The prices charged for products of SAP 

Enterprise Mobility are reasonable 

2. With products of SAP Enterprise Mobility 

you get value for your money 

3. The products of SAP Enterprise Mobility 

are good for its price 

4. In my view, the prices charged for these 

products are fair 

5. The pricing structure for SAP Enterprise 

Mobility is comprehenisble 

Cheng et al., 2008, p. 

34; 

Sweeney & Soutar, 

2001, p. 212; 

 

Service price 1. The prices charged for consultancy in 

SAP Enterprise Mobility are reasonable 

2. With consultancy services in SAP 

Cheng et al., 2008, p. 

34; 
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Enterprise Mobility you get value for your 

money 

3. The price of the services is fair 

4. The services are good for its price 

Customer value 1. The benefits of SAP Enterprise Mobility 

are worth a lot of money 

2. It is likely that I will get the proposed 

benefits of SAP Enterprise Mobility 

3. The proposed benefits are exactly what  I 

need 

4. SAP Enterprise Mobility delivers great 

value to its customers  

5. SAP Enterprise Mobility is exactly what I 

need to provide mobility solutions 

Yi & Jeon, 2003, p. 

235; 

Fombrun et al., 2000, 

p. 251; 

Table 1. Items used to measure the constructs and their related sources 

The questionnaire will contain some additional questions regarding the size of the IT 

department, ERP users, prior experience with (SAP) Enterprise Mobility, plans to invest 

in (SAP) Enterprise Mobility in 2014, and for which line of business the investment is 

most necessary. These categorical variables will be used to examine whether there are 

differences between these groups. 

3.11 Possible errors 

In order to design a research as good as possible it is important to know possible errors 

and pitfalls. Shiu et al. (2009, p. 230) describes five different potential errors that have 

to be considered while designing and executing a research: 

1. Sampling error: this error occurs when there is a difference between the sample 

and the actual population. The extent of this error can be limited by increasing 

the sample size. For this reason it has been tried to get a sample of an 

appropriate size. The sales representatives of the commissioning company have 

increased the outreach to potential respondents greatly and thus have contributed 

to increasing the sample size. 

2. Respondent error: this explains the errors that occur when respondents do not 

respond, are not able to be reached, are unwilling to participate, or respond 

incorrectly. The questionnaire will be provided with an explanation and the 

questions will be formulated carefully and comprehensible. The help of sales 

representatives of the commissioning party will strongly increase the ability to 

reach respondents and increase their willingness to participate. The sales 

representatives have been instructed carefully about the research objectives and 

questionnaire during a workshop in order to avoid any potential 

misunderstandings and errors. 

3. Non-response error: this error explains when there is a difference between the 

planned sample and the actual realized sample. The scale of this error can be 

limited by designing a sample that is feasible to realize. Therefore the 

projections of the sample have been made as such that it is feasible within the 

time range. 

4. Response error: this happens when respondents have to dig into their memories 

in order to answer a question. The response can be of poor quality due to 

tiredness of the respondent, the respondent just guesses the answer, or makes a 

faulty recall of the memory. Because of this potential error the questionnaire will 
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not include more items than is necessary, in order to keep the respondents focus, 

but this might not avoid any mistakes of being made. However, because the 

sample size is appropriate the errors will most unlikely have a significant effect 

on the overall results. 

5. Measurement and design error: this error explains an inappropriate design of 

constructs, scale measurements, or questionnaire. This problem has been limited 

by designing the research carefully and acquiring construct items from peer-

reviewed journals. 

3.12 Internal and external validity 

Earlier in this chapter face validity and content validity have been mentioned. However, 

there are also other kinds of validity that have to be ensured: internal validity and 

external validity. Internal validity is “the extent to which the research design accurately 

identifies causal relationships” (Shiu et al., 2009, p. 279). To ensure internal validity the 

data has to be analyzed carefully and rule out other explanations for a particular effect 

before a causal relationship is concluded. 

External validity is “the extent to which a causal relationship found in a study can be 

expected to be true for the entire target population” (Shiu et al., 2009, p. 281). Because 

the sample is non-random the results might be not optimally representative for the entire 

target population, so the conclusions of this study should be made with care. However, 

to ensure a high level of external validity the respondents are asked to fill in the 

questionnaire in a setting where they are at ease and not distract. After all, distortions in 

the surrounding area is a limiting factor of external validity. 

3.13 Ethical considerations 

Given that this research has been commissioned by a company, there are some ethical 

issues that had to be considered. After all, the main goals of a research might differ for 

different actors. To ensure that this research is valuable for the commissioning 

company, but that it is still an academic paper for Umeå School of Business and 

Economics, a written agreement was signed before conducting the research. This 

agreement for example includes that the main objective of the study is to deliver a 15-

credit master’s thesis for USBE, but also that the company wants to remain anonymous. 

Anonymity was also ensured to the respondents of the questionnaire. The questionnaire 

does ask for the name of the respondent and the company for which he or she works for, 

but these questions were only asked for administration purposes of the incentive. This is 

in line with the ethical considerations that are mentioned in Sekaran (2003, p. 260). 

Other ethical considerations by Sekaran (2003, p. 260) that have been followed are that 

the data and research method are not misrepresented. Therefore all steps taken during 

the research have been documented in this paper. Furthermore, although the response 

rate was disappointing, no data has been unethically generated in order to have more 

generalizable results. 
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Chapter 4: Results 
In this chapter the empirical findings of the research will be presented. It will show the 

collected data and the results of statistically analyzing the data. It starts with sample 

characteristics. Then the internal validity of the questionnaire will be tested with a 

Cronbach´s Alpha. Finally the descriptive statistics will be shown and the hypotheses 

will be tested by means of a multiple regression analysis. 

 

4.1 Sample characteristics 

Before analyzing the data it is good to first get an idea of the final sample. The achieved 

number of respondents is 32. The number is quite a bit lower than initially expected. 

The reasons why this number is lower than expected and ideas how this could be 

improved for future research will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 

From the 32 respondents, 11 respondents were anonymous. Six of the anonymous 

respondents completed the online questionnaire that was distributed on social media, 

while only two indicated from which company they are from. Four questionnaires were 

completed physically, while the vast majority (20) was completed via the original online 

questionnaire.  

 N respondents Percentage Anonymous Percentage 

Online 20 62,50% 5 25% 

Physical 4 12,50% 0 0% 

Social media 8 25% 6 75% 

Total 32 100% 11 34,38% 

Table 2. Respondent characteristics 

In the questionnaire it was asked to indicate what the role of the respondent is in the 

company, where multiple answers are allowed. After all, especially in smaller 

companies IT decision makers often cover multiple roles. The frequency of the different 

roles can be seen in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. IT roles of respondents 

The respondents are from different industries, but the majority is from the health 

industry (five) and IT (four). Other industries are engineering, metal, financial services, 

tobacco, energy. The distribution of the industries is illustrated in a pie chart in Figure 

7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of the industries of which where the respondents are from 

4.2 Internal validity 

To test whether the items in the questionnaire have actually measured the same variable 

a Cronbach’s Alpha will be used. A Cronbach’s Alpha measures the internal reliability 

of the scale. The values are between 0 and 1.0, where it is usually scores lower than 0.6 
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are considered as poor, close to 0.7 are acceptable, whereas the scores higher than 0.8 

are good (Sekaran, 2003, p. 311).  

The results of these tests are summarized in Table 3. The only variable of which the 

Cronbach’s Alpha value could be significantly increased by deleting an item was fair 

product price. Therefore that item was deleted before composing the variable that was 

used in the regression analysis. 

Variable Cronbach’s Alpha 

Cronbach’s Alpha 

based on 

Standardized Items N of Items 

Product quality .934 .936 7 

Fair product price .906 .907 4 

Service quality .943 .943 12 

Relationship quality .889 .894 9 

Fair service price .930 (.877) .931 (.876) 3 (4) 

Customer value .925 .926 5 

Table 3. Results of Cronbach’s Alpha tests 

All the scores are well above 0.7, so the variables could be composed with a relatively 

high level of internal validity. This means that the questions that were asked to measure 

the variables really measured the same variable. 

4.3 Descriptive statistics 

To get a first impression of the results descriptive statistics such as the minimum, 

maximum, and mean of the variables can be examined. These statistics are shown in 

Table 4. It is important to remember here that the scale is such that 1 is strongly agree 

and 5 strongly disagree.  

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean 

Product quality 1.00 5.00 2.6920 

Fair product price 2.00 5.00 3.3828 

Service quality 1.25 4.00 2.5260 

Relationship quality 1.11 4.11 2.4028 

Fair service price 2.00 4.00 3.0208 

Customer value 1.40 4.40 2.9250 

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of the variables 

 

The descriptive statistics show that the attitudes of the respondents is rather dispersed 

for almost all variables except for fair service price. The means already give a first 
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insight in the general feeling of these variables. For example, it seems that there is 

especially a positive attitude towards service quality (2,5260) and relationship quality 

(2,4028). It is possible however that these numbers are more positive than in reality 

because the respondents that have been contacted by sales people might have been 

reluctant to express a negative opinion. Furthermore, there is also a positive attitude 

towards product quality (2,6920), while the price of the products receives the most 

negative judgment of the respondents (3,3828).  

To get an idea whether variables correlate with each other, a bivariate correlation has 

been executed in SPSS. The results are shown in Table 5. 

 Product 

Quality 

Fair 

Product 

Price 

Service 

Quality 

Rel. 

Quality 

Fair 

Service 

Price 

Customer 

Value 

Product Quality 1 .786
**

 .136 .311 .115 .590
**

 

Fair Product Price .786
**

 1 .153 .178 .047 .467
**

 

Service Quality .136 .153 1 .785
**

 .463
**

 .154 

Rel. Quality .311 .178 .785
**

 1 .463
**

 .213 

Fair Service Price .115 .047 .463
**

 .463
**

 1 .422
*
 

Customer Value .590
**

 .467
**

 .154 .213 .422
*
 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 5. Correlation between the measured variables 

 

The main finding from this table is that the variables that are related to SAP correlate 

significantly with each other, as well as the variables that are related to the service 

provider. The results also suggest that the products of SAP are stronger connected to 

customer value in SAP Enterprise Mobility. After all, both variables that are related to 

SAP have relatively strong and significant correlation with customer value, while fair 

service price is the only variable related to the consultancy provider that has got a 

significant correlation with customer value. 

To get an idea for which department the respondents think the investment in enterprise 

mobility is most important, this was asked as an open question on the questionnaire. A 

summary of all the named departments and how many times they were named is shown 

in Table 6. 
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Department Frequency 

Sales 4 

IT 2 

Application development 2 

Clinic 1 

Core process of health services 1 

Direct service 1 

Doctor visits 1 

Doctors 1 

Drug store 1 

ESS (Employee Self Service) 1 

Field Operations 1 

Management 1 

Marketing 1 

Production 1 

Quality management 1 

Sales 1 

Securities 1 

Supply chain 1 

Not answered / Do not know 10 

Table 6. Departments for which the investment is most important 

4.4 Hypotheses testing 

The composed variables of the previous paragraph have been used to execute a multiple 

regression analysis. With the results of this analysis the hypotheses can be tested. It is 

important to remember that the null hypotheses are tested with a multiple regression 

analysis. For example, for the first hypothesis the related null hypothesis is: product 

quality does not have positive effect on customer value. The p-level is the probability 

that this data is generated if the null hypothesis is true. 

The standardized coefficients show what the effect of the variable is. It means that if the 

independent variable is increased with 1, on average the dependent variable rises with 

the standardized coefficient score. The results of the test are shown in Table 7. 
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Multiple R .705 

R Square .497 

Adjusted R Square .400 

Standard Error .50656 

dF 5 

F 5.135 

Sig .002 

Variable Standardized coefficients (β) Significance (p) 

Product quality .581 .028* 

Fair product price .022 .924 

Service quality .026 .910 

Relationship quality -.191 .439 

Fair service price .432 .011* 

Table 7. Results of the multiple regression analysis 

The results of the test show that this model significantly (p = .002) explains 49,8% of 

the variance. Given the size of the sample it is in line with the expectations that the 

model does not merely show significant results. In fact, only two variables are 

statistically significant with p < .05. Product quality has got a significant positive effect 

on customer value (β = .581 > 0; p = 0.028). Furthermore, fair service price has also got 

a significant positive effect on customer value (β = 0.432 > 0; p = 0.011).  

Fair product price and service quality, but also relationship to a lesser extent, have a 

very large p-value. This does not mean that these factors do not play a role in the 

industry. However, it means that in this dataset it is not unlikely that these results would 

occur if the null hypothesis were true. So in order to test the variables that are not 

significant in this study, a larger dataset should be generated.  

Another issue that can be examined with the data is whether there are differences 

between big and small companies. It was expected that companies with many ERP users 

have a larger propensity to invest in enterprise mobility. Because it was unsure what the 

sample would look like prior to collecting the data, the definition of a large firm has 

been made ex post. To distribute the sample most equally the threshold to be considered 

as a large firm is set on having more than 1000 ERP users. To test the hypothesis a 

crosstab with a Chi-Square test was executed in SPSS. 

A Chi-Square test is used to test a relationship between two variables that are nominal 

or categorical. For the sake of parsimony it was chosen in this case to split firm size in 

two categories rather than measuring it on an interval. 

  Amount of ERP users  

  < 1000 ≥ 1000 Total 

Investing in 2014 
No 5 4 9 

Yes 5 17 22 

Total  10 21 31 

Table 8. Crosstab with ERP users and plans to invest in enterprise mobility 
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What can be seen in Table 8 is that for firms with less than 1000 ERP users the amount 

of respondents that is planning to invest in enterprise mobility this year is equal to the 

amount of respondents that is not planning to invest in enterprise mobility this year. 

However, for firms with more than 1000 ERP users this distribution is completely 

different. Only four respondents indicated that they are not planning to invest in 

enterprise mobility, while seventeen do have such plans. The table only contains 31 

respondents because one respondent had an invalid response. 

To test whether this is statistically significant a Chi-Square test has been executed. The 

results of this test show that the hypothesis can be accepted with p = .076. Although this 

is a bit higher than the standard of p = .05, it is still an interesting finding given the 

limited sample size.  

Table 9 shows a summary of the hypotheses that have been tested in this chapter. 

 Hypothesis Accepted? 

H1 Product quality has got a positive effect on customer value Yes** 

H2 Service quality has got a positive effect on customer value No 

H3 Relationship quality has got a positive effect on customer value No 

H4 A fair product price has got a positive effect on customer value No 

H5 A fair service price has got a positive effect on customer value Yes** 

H6 Large companies value the offerings of SAP Enterprise Mobility 

more than smaller firms and are thus likelier to invest in the 

products and services that are related to SAP Enterprise Mobility 

Yes* 

*Significant with p < .10 

**Significant with p < .05 

Table 9. Summary of hypotheses testing 
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Chapter 5: Findings and Discussion 
In this chapter indications will be drawn on the basis of the results in the previous 

chapter. Furthermore, the overall research will be discussed on what could have been 

done better, theoretical and practical implications will be formulated, as well as 

suggestions for future research. 

5.1 Result interpretation 

This research was executed in order to explore what the value drivers are in SAP 

Enterprise Mobility. It was hypothesized that the value drivers consisted of product 

quality, service quality, relationship quality, fair product price, and fair service price. 

Furthermore, it was also hypothesized that large companies (≥ 1000 ERP users) would 

have a stronger tendency to invest in SAP Enterprise Mobility in 2014. 

The data suggest that the quality of the products that SAP provides is a significant value 

driver. These products are the core of the investment in enterprise mobility, so it seems 

quite logical that it is therefore a major value driver. It does not only show that 

customers do value good performance of products, but also that they value it when 

companies engage in product innovation and constantly try to improve their products. 

These results are therefore consistent with Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005, p. 743), who 

argued that factors that are more focused on the long-term are relevant and important in 

creating value as well, besides the elements that are directly connected to the current 

market offering of a company.  

The other value driver that is significant according to this dataset is a fair service price: 

in this dataset the most important part of the consultancy services in SAP Enterprise 

Mobility is that the price is fair considering the services that are offered. Thus the 

results confirm the idea of Zhu and Chen (2012, p. 484) that the equity theory is 

relevant to price in customer value, meaning that the price of a service should reflect 

what customers get in return, rather than simply having the lowest price in the market. 

However, contrary to the findings regarding a fair service price, a fair product price is 

not a value driver. Therefore the equity theory does not seem to be relevant for the price 

of the products, which contradicts the idea of Zhu and Chen (2012, p. 484). This could 

imply that customers treat products differently than they treat services that are 

connected to these products. Thus it is likely that not every element of a fair product 

price can be duplicated and posed upon on a fair service price. 

Despite a wide array of research that has been done on service quality (e.g. Parasuraman 

et al., 1985, p. 42; Parasuraman et al., 1988, p. 11; Lin, 2013, p. 1623; Boulding et al., 

1993, p. 11; Johnston, 1995, p. 63; Ivens, 2005, p. 567; Pitt et al., 1995, p. 177), the 

results seem to contradict these studies. The results show that reliability, flexibility, 

responsiveness, and service innovation do not drive value in SAP Enterprise Mobility. 

Furthermore, the data also reject Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005, p. 743) who 

emphasized the vast importance of including a long-term perspective on value in a 

customer value model, given that relationship quality does not have an effect on 

customer value. Given that product innovation does drive value it cannot be rejected 

entirely, so it might be possible that certain relationship elements do drive value. 

Nevertheless, relationship quality as defined in this study (as the combination of 

reputation, solidarity, and time, effort, and energy) does not seem to create value, 

contrary to the literature on this topic (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005, p. 743; Lapierre, 
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2000, p. 125; Cretu and Brodie, 2007, p. 236; Roberts & Dowling, 2002, p. 1077; Mooi 

& Frambach, 2012, p. 1026). 

So why are the other value drivers not significant despite the theoretical background 

that has been formed by extensive prior research? One explanation is that the 

respondents tend to see the service as a separate entity that is not directly connected to 

the enterprise mobility as a whole. Rather they might perceive SAP Enterprise Mobility 

largely as the products with which they work on daily basis, adjusted by some heuristics 

(for example a fair service price). A similar explanation is that consultancy services are, 

considering the importance, just a minor part of the entire enterprise mobility industry 

(see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Possible situation regarding the importance of consultancy services 

These ideas can explain why such thorough research on service quality (e.g. 

Parasuraman et al., 1985, p. 42; Parasuraman et al., 1988, p. 11; Lin, 2013, p. 1623; 

Boulding et al., 1993, p. 11; Johnston, 1995, p. 63; Ivens, 2005, p. 567; Pitt et al., 1995, 

p. 177), and relationship quality (Lindgreen & Wynstra, 2005, p. 743; Lapierre, 2000, p. 

125; Cretu and Brodie, 2007, p. 236; Roberts & Dowling, 2002, p. 1077; Mooi & 

Frambach, 2012, p. 1026) is rejected by the data of this study. After all, these quality 

aspects were only tested as part of the consultancy providers in the industry. If 

consultancy is just a minor part of SAP Enterprise Mobility as a whole according to the 

perception of customers, then it explains why these elements do not seem to drive value 

in the industry. It is very well possible that service and relationship quality do drive 

value when it is tested for the consultancy market only. 

Furthermore, it is possible that the findings confirm the ideas of Zeithaml (1988, p. 14) 

which describe that there are different customer groups that value different things: 

“what is received varies across consumers (i.e., some may want volume, others high 

quality, still others convenience) and what is given varies (i.e., some are concerned only 

with money expended, others with time and effort)”. So if some of the respondents are 

only interested in the price, while others only want high quality service, and others are 

specifically interested in the relationship with the service provider, then it is possible 

that the data does not indicate any of these factors to be a value driver for the target 

population as a whole. 
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An explanation for a fair product price not being significant could be that money is not 

as much of an issue for the target population. Of course the respondents have an opinion 

on whether the price for the products is fair or not, but because the respondents are from 

IT departments it is less of an issue for them. Perhaps this would have been a very 

important value driver if the same study would had been executed with for example 

account managers and CFOs as target group. 

A second explanation for the phenomenon could be the importance of money for the 

responding companies. 22 out of the 32 respondents are from large companies that 

likely have a relative high level of financial resources. It is possible that they can allow 

themselves to purchase the highest quality products and that the price is of a lesser 

importance. This could be an explanation why a fair product price is not a significant 

value driver according to this study. However, this would be a very remarkable 

scenario, given that the data indicates that the very same target population does value a 

fair service price. 

A third explanation is that service quality and relationship quality are simply not driving 

value. This would strongly contradict Parasuraman et al. (1985), but it is very well 

possible that times have changed. Consumers possibly demand service quality aspects 

such as responsiveness, reliability, and flexibility. It is possible that service quality 

aspects are factors that do not add value anymore, but that they are factors on which 

companies can lose value if they are not present. Given that the respondents are very 

positive about service quality in this dataset and that the amount of negative respondents 

is very limited, it is possible that this data therefore does not suggest service quality as a 

value driver. 

Looking at the means of service quality and relationship quality it is worth noticing that 

the respondents are on average very positive about it. There is a possibility that they 

might have responded in a more positive way than what they in reality feel, perhaps 

because relationship questions can be sensitive. A bias because of this sensitivity might 

have caused that these variables are out of line with the rest of the data, thus not 

showing a significant relationship.  

Regarding the sixth hypothesis, that large companies would have a stronger tendency to 

invest in SAP Enterprise Mobility in 2014 than smaller companies, it can be concluded 

that there is a relationship, which is in line with Shefer and Frenkel (2005, p. 26) who 

argued that there is a relationship between firm size and the tendency to make 

investments. The Chi-square test accepts the hypothesis with p = .076 which is 

significant enough considering the sample size. Giving a quick look at the raw data 

enhances this proposition. After all, only 50% of the smaller firms are planning to 

invest, whereas more than 77% of the larger firms are. 

Companies with more than 1000 ERP users have a stronger tendency to invest in SAP 

Enterprise Mobility in 2014 in comparison to companies with less than 1000 ERP users. 

This aligns well with the idea that the demand for large companies is bigger simply 

because it is harder for them to manage mobility. It also aligns with the theory about 

slack resources (George, 2005, p. 661). Large companies usually have more money they 

can spend on R&D and innovative investments, so they can permit themselves to invest 

in SAP Enterprise Mobility. 

Also, respondents have many different purposes for investing in enterprise mobility: 

from sales to supply chain management, from the drugstore in a hospital to quality 
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management. This means that there is not one single use for enterprise mobility, but it 

can be used for many different purposes. It needs to be highlighted that it might be due 

to the industries the companies are from. The sample contains for a big share 

respondents from the health and IT industry. It might be possible that a more realistic 

distribution of industries in the sample might lead to different insights.  

5.2 Theoretical implications 

From the existing theories on customer value the hypothesized model could not be 

completely deducted. Because this is an exploratory study, the results are preliminary 

and not very generalizable. Nevertheless, it does contribute to a first understanding of a 

new industry. 

The theories about product quality and its related components are deductible for SAP 

Enterprise Mobility. For example the theory of Geroski, 1993 (p. 199) that product 

innovation is an indirect value driver can be accepted for this specific case as well. This 

contributes to the need defined by Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005, p. 743) to do more 

research about the function of innovation in value creation. Moreover, it also shows that 

customizability should be considered as a part of the product quality construct for 

industries where it is relevant.  

Although Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005, p. 743) emphasized that value in relationships 

in business-to-business markets are important, this study does not show such a 

connection between the two concepts. Whether relationships do not play a significant 

role in business-to-business markets is highly questionable however given previous 

findings on this topic (e.g. Lapierre, 2000, p. 138; Cretu & Brodie, 2007, p. 236; 

Roberts & Dowling, 2002, p. 1077). It is possible that respondents associated the items 

in the questionnaire too much with just the products and that they did not make a link 

with relationship aspects.  

Also service quality aspects are not confirmed by the data of this research to be value 

drivers. This is a very interesting finding given the broad theoretical framework on 

which these hypotheses had been made (e.g. Parasuraman et al., 1985, p. 42; 

Parasuraman et al., 1988, p. 11; Lin, 2013, p. 1623; Boulding et al., 1993, p. 11; 

Johnston, 1995, p. 63; Ivens, 2005, p. 567; Pitt et al., 1995, p. 177). Possibly markets 

have changed as such that traditional service quality aspects such as reliability, 

flexibility, and responsiveness do not add value for customers anymore, but that they 

have started to take these factors for granted and that businesses can only lose value by 

not having a sufficient level of these factors. 

Moreover, this study indicates that the theory about firm size being positively related 

with making investments is also applicable to this specific case. However, it remains to 

be found out whether this relationship can be contributed to the presumption that large 

firms have a higher need for enterprise mobility, or that they have more slack resources 

they can spend on it. 

Lastly, the findings this study might be contributed to the ideas of Zeithaml (1988, p. 

14). After all, the lack of significant value drivers can the result of different demands of 

different customers. This is also in line with the utilitarian and exchange value aspects 

as described by Woodall (2003, p. 3), which emphasize that value is subjective to the 

characteristics of different individuals. 
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5.3 Practical implications 

In this research product quality was the combination of product performance, product 

innovation, and customizability. Given that this variable is a significant value driver for 

SAP Enterprise Mobility, it is important that these components are created and 

delivered to the customers. The mobile platform and mobile applications that SAP 

produces and offers should be stable, perform consistently, and have a good overall 

performance. 

Moreover, SAP should constantly try to improve their products by enhancing a high 

level of product innovation. Finally, SAP can create value by offer products that are 

customizable. Although selling bundles can be a more efficient method to sell products, 

it is nevertheless probably better to outperform the competitors by creating value 

through customizable offerings. The results of the data show that on average the 

respondents are already mildly positive about the product quality of SAP, so it seems 

that they are already on the track. 

For consultancy providers in SAP Enterprise Mobility the most important practical 

implication is that they should enhance a fair service price. This does not mean that they 

should have the lowest price in the market, but rather that the price should reflect what 

they are actually offering. The same goes up here, with the data showing that the 

respondents already are positive about the consultancy providers having a fair service 

price.  

Furthermore, these consultancy providers should make sure that their service enhance 

the product quality of SAP products. This means that their services should manage the 

desired customizability and product innovation of these products. Therefore consultants 

have to keep up with the newest mobile applications and how they can be used in 

mobile strategies, as well as the width of their knowledge about all kinds of different 

applications, industries, and departments. This ensures that their services align with the 

desired product innovation and customizability. 

If a company in the enterprise mobility industry wants to focus on a particular market 

segment, it is probably better to focus on large companies. These companies are likelier 

to invest and thus it might be easier to find potential customers. Moreover, it should be 

discouraged to focus on a particular application of enterprise mobility. The results show 

that there is vast variety of different purposes. Specializing in a handful of applications 

would be at great expense of the market scope. 

As indicated previously, the lack of significant value drivers might be the result of the 

presence of different customer groups in the market. Therefore companies should 

investigate the characteristics of these different customer groups. This will make it 

possible to provide different market offerings to different groups, which will fulfill the 

needs of more customers, and thus increase their own performance level. 

5.4 Study limitations 

Quite self-evidently the biggest limitation of this research is the sample size. In the 

planning phase it was estimated that four weeks of entirely focusing on collecting would 

suffice to reach an appropriate number of respondents. However, the outcome was even 

lower than the worst case scenario. There are several reasons for this outcome. 

Most importantly it turned out that the incentive (see paragraph 3.7) was not very 

effective. It was expected that this would be the most important for companies to 
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cooperate with this research, thus resulting in most companies providing at least two 

respondents. Unfortunately however, only three of the cooperating companies provided 

two respondents. 

The second reason is that the online questionnaire was not very successful either. It was 

sent twice to a database of 1621 that suited the description of the target population. 

Earlier studies showed a response rate of 2%-3%, therefore it was thought that 

estimating a 1% response would be a safe guess. But only five people responded to this 

call, resulting in a response rate of 0,3%. It could be that many people did not even read 

the email, they were not interested in the topic, the incentive was not appealing enough, 

or they are simply tired of filling in questionnaires. Moreover, some companies have a 

policy that they do not contribute to such studies. 

Thirdly, it was quite unfortunate that the data collection had to be done in the month of 

April. It was more difficult to reach the potential respondents because of the Easter 

holidays.  

A positive note of the data collection is that the tactic of using sales people as 

intermediary worked very well. But because the amount of sales meetings that take 

place in one month is quite limited it would be good for future students with a similar 

target population to take this into account. Perhaps, looking back, such a target 

population is more suitable for theses with a larger timeframe. These projects allow 

sales people to take the questionnaires during sales meeting over a sustainable amount 

of time and get enough response. 

Furthermore, many potential respondents indicated that they would complete the 

questionnaire a while after the meeting when they have more time for it. However, often 

they did not respond. By excluding this option and always, if possible, doing the 

interview right away could increase the sample size. 

5.5 Future research 

A first advice about future research would be to do a research with a similar 

methodology once the industry has matured a bit, but this time making it a more long-

term project where a more solid sample size can be achieved. After all, this research 

was designed to gain preliminary insights in the industry, but the experience that 

respondents have with SAP Enterprise Mobility is overall quite limited. 

Secondly, a quantitative research could be executed regarding the value drivers of this 

research. When do respondents think that products perform well? How actively should 

SAP engage in product innovation? Should the level of customizability be as high as 

possible, or do customers perhaps prefer bundles if this means that the prices are lower? 

When do respondents think the service price is fair? And how high can the price be and 

still be considered as “fair”? 

Thirdly, it is very interesting to test the idea mentioned in paragraph 5.1 that service 

quality aspects have become factors that do not add value, but are instead factors on 

which value can be lost. Such a study is also useful in the sense that it can test whether 

important literature about service quality (e.g. Parasurman et al. (1985; 1988)) are still 

valid in current industries, or whether the literature should be renewed.  
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5.6 Wrap-up 

This research was designed to answer the question: “what are the key drivers of 

customer value in SAP Enterprise Mobility?”. The results show that product quality and 

fair service price are significant value drivers. Furthermore, companies with more than 

1000 ERP users have a stronger tendency to invest in SAP Enterprise Mobility in 2014 

in comparison to companies with less than 1000 ERP users. Lastly, respondents have 

many different purposes for investing in enterprise mobility: from sales to supply chain 

management, from the drugstore in a hospital to quality management. 

This study contributes scientifically to this field of research by testing existing theories 

in a new industry that perhaps is different from older industries. This has resulted in 

raising questions about the current importance of relationship and service quality and 

questioning whether the theories of the current paradigm are still valid, or whether they 

have changed because of characteristics of modern industries. It also contributes to 

future research by showing that product innovation and customizability are valid 

components of the product quality products, as well as service innovation for the service 

quality construct. 
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Appendix I – Questionnaire 
 

Dear respondent, 

Thank you for participating in the research in SAP Enterprise Mobility. XXXX is working 
together with the Umeå School of Business and Economics (USBE) in Sweden for a better 
understanding of our customers. Your response will be kept strictly confidential and only team 
members of this project will have access to it. Questions with private information, e.g. the 
ones regarding your company and your role, are only used for purposes regarding this research 
and will under no circumstances be distributed to third parties.  

Also your name, which has to be written down on this page, is for administration purposes of 
the reward that will be given to you in return for contributing to this research. If two decision 
makers from your company complete this questionnaire your company will get a discount of 
1.200 € for your next order with XXXX. Alternatively you can choose to have a 4 hour Mobile 
Innovation workshop valued 1.200 € held by XXXX. If we get one completed questionnaire 
from your company you will receive the research report from the USBE. 

This research is about the perception that customers have of SAP Enterprise Mobility. Even if 
you have no experience with it whatsoever, you might have developed somewhat of a 
perception of it anyhow, for example because of word-of-mouth information or experience 
with the company in other fields. Although it might be hard to evaluate the statements with 
only a weak perception, we ask you nevertheless to rate the statements on basis of the ideas 
you have.  

This questionnaire has got 50 statements (on two pages) on which you have to indicate how 
much you agree with them on a scale of 1 – 5, where 1 = completely agree and 5 = completely 
disagree. On the backside of this page there is space for comments about the questionnaire. 

If a statement is unclear or ambiguous to you, nevertheless always answer the statement 
the way you understand it.  

Thank you for your time and cooperation. 

Kind regards, 

CVA Team – XXXX 
Contact person: Jur van de Graaf (xxxx@xxxx.com) 

 

 

 

Name respondent:  
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General information 

Company name: 

Indicate which title resembles your role most adequately (multiple answers are allowed): 
o CIO 
o Head of Business Engagement 
o Head of Application Development 
o Head of Operations 
o Head of IT Security 
o Head of Infrastructure 
o Vice President 

Size of IT Department    
Employees: ○ <50     ○   <50-100     ○ 100-500     ○ 500-1000    ○ ≥1000 ○ Don’t know 
ERP User:    ○ <200      ○ 200-400     ○ 401- 600    ○ 601-1000 ○ 1001-5000 ○ ≥5000 ○ Don’t know 

 
 
 
 

How would you rate the demand for Enterprise Mobility? 
Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. The demand for enterprise mobility in our company is high  ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

2. The demand for enterprise mobility is driven by the lines of business ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
  

What is your Mobility experience? 
Years 

 0 1 2 3 4+ 

3. Indicate the years of experience you have in working with mobility strategies ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

4. Please indicate the years of experience you have with SAP Enterprise Mobility ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
 
 

 

What is your company’s current situation regarding its mobile strategy? Circle what is relevant 

5. Our company has got a mobile strategy (if no, skip question 6) Yes/No 

      Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

6. Our current mobile strategy is currently being implemented ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

7. Our company has in-house expertise to manage enterprise mobility ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
  

 
 

 

How would you rate SAP Enterprise Mobility Products? 
for example SAP Mobile Platform, SAP Afaria, SAP Fiori etc. 

     Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

8. SAP Enterprise Mobility products perform well ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

9. In my view, these products are reliable ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

10. I would say that SAP Enterprise Mobility products have consistent high quality ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

11. SAP Enterprise Mobility products are constantly improved ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

12. The level of innovation in SAP Enterprise Mobility is high ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

13. SAP Enterprise Mobility is highly customizable ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

14. Every customer can get a unique solution ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
  

How would you rate the price SAP Enterprise Mobility Products? 
     Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

15. The prices charged for products of SAP Enterprise Mobility are reasonable ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

16. With products of SAP Enterprise Mobility you get value for your money ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

17. The products are good for its price ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

18. In my view, the prices charged for these products are fair ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

19. The pricing structure for SAP Enterprise Mobility is comprehensible ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

How would you rate XXXX’s Service Innovations? 
     Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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20. The services of the consultancy provider are constantly improved ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

21. The consultancy provider enhances a high level of service innovation ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

22. The services are performed correctly the first time ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
  

How would you rate the interaction with the consultancy provider? 
     Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

23. The consultancy provider keeps its promises ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

24. When I have problems, the consultancy provider takes action without delay ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

25. They show flexibility to my requests ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

26. When there are unforeseen needs, the consultancy provider is willing to adjust ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

27. The consultancy provider is able to deliver emergency services ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

28. When I have problems, they really listen to my problems ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

29. Quick answers and solutions are provided to my problems ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

30. It is difficult to contact my consultancy provider ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

31. The consultancy provider helps quickly if I need help ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
 
 

 

How would you rate your consultancy provider’s reputation? 
     Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

32. I can trust the consultancy provider ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

33. I have a good feeling about them ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

34. The consultancy provider is well respected ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
 
 
 

 

How would you rate your relationship with XXXX? 
     Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

35. The consultancy provider shares information that is useful to me during the 
course of the relationship 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

36. It seems to me that they are willing to help me beyond the contract terms ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

37. They are committed to improving the overall relationship ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

38. I have to invest a lot of energy with the consultancy provider ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

39. Developing a business relationship with the consultancy provider costs a lot of 
time and effort 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

40. Coming to an agreement costs a lot of effort ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
 
 

 

How would you rate the price of the consultancy provider’s services?      Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

41. The prices charged for consultancy in SAP Enterprise Mobility are reasonable ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

42. With consultancy services in SAP Enterprise Mobility you get value for money ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

43. The price of XXXX’s services is fair ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

44. The services of XXXX are good for its price ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

 
 

 

How would you rate the entire package of SAP Enterprise Mobility 
Product and Consultant Services? 

     Agree         Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

45. The benefits of SAP Enterprise Mobility are worth a lot of money ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

46. It is likely that I will get the proposed benefits of SAP Enterprise Mobility ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

47. The proposed benefits are exactly what I need ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

48. SAP Enterprise Mobility delivers great value to its customers ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

49. SAP Enterprise Mobility is exactly what I need to provide mobility solutions ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Future Circle what is relevant 

50. I will invest in enterprise mobility in 2014 Yes/No 
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51. I will invest in SAP Enterprise Mobility in 2014 Yes/No 

52. The size of the investment in 2014 will be: 
o Small (pilot project) 
o Medium ( one line of business) 
o Large (company) 

53. The most important line of business (e.g. marketing, sales, logistics) for the investment is: 
 
 

 
 

Your contribution is greatly appreciated. Please make sure you have not skipped any of the 53 
questions by accident.  

Thank you! 
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